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The below items are intended to expand on the other ITW market sectors and focus on the light 

industrial tenant build-out aspects.  

1) Top 10 Things 

a. Provide a Schedule upfront with design dates, permit dates, construction activities and NO 

MORE CHANGES dates or it pushes the schedule.  

b. Green Field vs Existing Building – Understanding what all is involved from a client 

standpoint.  

c. Creating an Owner Matrix of furnished equipment, materials, door hardware, security, and 

design. 

i. Get the owner equipment product data early of all equipment inside the building.  

d. Understand early turnover dates and clear expectations for what we are turning over.  

i. Be careful to what we agree to and understand what is required.  

e. Manage the Corporate Mindset 

f. Finalize undergrounds ASAP – Avoid the rework 

g. Get the Long Lead Items identified and ordered early! MEP submittals will be the main 

driver for this. 

h. Brinkmann, Design Team, and MEP Subcontractor existing facility walkdowns are a must! 

i. Design Coordination Meetings – Be sure to have all parties present to do a page turn. 

(30%/60%/90%) – This includes BIM Modeling with Subcontractors.  

j. Logistics, Coordination, and Constructability of the building. How the materials and 

equipment will move into the building. Develop and review the schedule in detail with 

ownership team.  

 

2) Things to Consider During Design with Developer & Tenant: 

a. Layout Milestones, Decisions, Expectations, and Deliverables with owner early. Lead them to 

the dates you need and establish them early. 

b. Develop the MEP bid narrative early with engineering to get buyout of MEP design build 

subs.  

c. Consider the design groups involved. Be sure they have experience with these types of 

facilities.   

d. Corporate Mindset –  

i. They don’t know construction. They only know what they do.  

ii. Find the correct tenant department decision makers early and get them involved in 

the design. (Operations, building maintenance, production, engineering, etc.) 



 

 

iii. Hold them accountable to design milestones we will need to support the overall 

building design. 

1. Example – Determine what is needed for foundations, building clearances, 

and overall MEP Connections of the owner equipment and facility.  

2. Example – Overall building / production layout or equipment plan needs to 

be set early to keep from major modifications to buildings.  

e. Project Location -  

i. Green Field vs Existing Building – If project is an existing building, current operated 

building, and/or shutdowns will be needed. Huge coordination efforts.  

ii. Existing Building / Retro-Fit Modifications 

1. Visiting the facility with all designers, subcontractors, and Brinkmann will be 

needed. This is more than just an hour walk down. This is an important 

aspect that must take a huge upfront effort by all people.  

2. Understanding how the facility currently runs and what improvements do 

they want to make in the new facility. (Focus on the “Why” they are doing 

the project.) 

a. Expanding a production line? 

b. Updating a production line?  

c. Adding a new operations / production line to the building?  

3. Communicate project concerns upfront with shutdowns, loss of 

productions, areas needed for construction, etc.  

4. Understand what process / manufacturing will be going into building. 

f. Specifications / Submittal Process -  

i. Very heavy efforts for managing and closing out the submittals. (Large workload for 

PE’s early in the project).  

ii. Typically, there will be a lot of cross review between other subcontractor submittals 

to ensure everything will work out properly.  

iii. Be ready for design changes during the submittal process. Keeping the current 

information updated is critical. Be sure to follow up with the designers to update 

specs / project documents if changes occur.  

g. Be prepared to adjust Core & Shell subcontracts as the TI portion of the building gets 

finalized.  

i. MEP Design will typically increase exterior penetrations. 

ii. Equipment size changes will increase/ shift supports.  

iii. Equipment / Electrical Rooms may need to grow based on final design.  

h. Get owner equipment matrix finalized early! 

i. Understand the who, what, when, where, and how the equipment is being bought, 

procured, and installed.  

i. Leases / Project Finances -  



 

 

i. Shell deliverables  

ii. TI Allowance? Owner Funded / Bank Funded? And how it is going to be processed 

on a monthly bases for billing. 

1. Yearly funding Limits? 

iii. What type of funding is capital vs expense? Do we need to separate? 

iv. How will the design and third party testing be funded? 

v. Rent Type and Start? Need to know if based on shell TCO 

j. FM Global Effects – 

i. Design impacts steel, foundations, building shell, energy efficiency, etc.  This is a 

typical requirement for this industry. 

k. Exclude Performance/ Product Production Criteria -  

i. Be careful on agreeing to equipment performance or room/ area performance 

requirements. Understand clearly what they are trying to achieve.  

ii. Try to keep the owner/ tenant designing the manufacturing equipment for the 

building. 

iii. Have a clear design narrative that outlines what Brinkmann is responsible for vs the 

owner.  

l. Limit Brinkmann purchase of Owner specialized equipment, moving existing owner 

equipment, etc.  

i. Don’t assume unnecessary risks.  

ii. Finding the correct people to get in touch with on the owner side.  

m. Commissioning / Early Turn Over Area’s –  

i. Brinkmann Specs need to clearly show what we are performing and what the owner 

will need to commission. 

ii. Timing of commissioning. (before all equipment included owner or can Brinkmann 

Commission before).  

iii. Owner required commissioning durations 

1. Will the owner need access to areas sooner than the full project 

completion? 

2. What are Brinkmann’s deliverables for partial turnover? 

n. Owner MEP Design needs to be finalized early to support shell and core construction. This is 

huge to avoid rework in the field.  

i. Owner Equipment Sizing (Dock Door sizes, Leave out walls, etc.) 

ii. Openings/ Penetrations (Walls, Roofing, Decking) 

iii. Interior rough ins- engage as early as possible electrical requirements both high 
voltage and low voltage for Owner Vendors on locations for 
furniture/monitors/TV’s.  For whatever reason it takes “months” to figure this out 
that will ultimately cost the Owner more money and cost us more time than 
necessary to add later.   



 

 

iv. Blocking locations for Owner/Vendor equipment to be implemented in Architectural 
drawings 

o. Design Review Meeting - 

i. 30/60/90% Design review meetings for Design Building Projects.  

ii. Page-turn and budget review 

iii. Check Sets needs to be done by Brinkmann for each set.  

iv. Owner, Design Build Sub, Architect, Engineers, Etc. All people that are responsible 

for design and costs need to be a part of the meeting.  

p. Subcontractor design assist if with plan/spec projects (possible BIM Modeling) 

q. BIM/ Modeling with the MEP Subcontractors - 

i. Helps owner and subcontractors see coordination and end results. 

ii. Buy this out with all MEP subcontractors.  

iii. Brinkmann needs to lead this effort. Be sure you have team member that 

understands the BIM Model updating, software, and help coordinate the clashes.  

iv. Understand the level of detail needed to complete the model.  

v. Multiple meetings throughout the week. Not a once a week process.  

 

3) Things to Consider During Sub Buyout/ Estimating/ Scheduling: 

a. General Conditions -  

i. Be sure to allow for enough GC’s for full project management.  

1. TI / Upfit – Will require more labor costs than a standard building.  

2. Field oversite and walkdowns are a must. Typically, no area is the same and 

will require a heavy oversite from the field for quality control.  

3. Submittal and Precon Efforts are huge. Be prepared to need multiple PE’s to 

help with the early work loads.  

ii. Labor budget- make sure there is enough to handle clean up per phases, keep traffic 
moving, etc.  Equipment (fork trucks) to stage materials. 

b. Be prepared for lots of subcontracts and Purchase Orders – 
i. Typically, there will be a lot of different aspects to building out this space vs a 

normal building.  
c. Understand Owner Subcontractor / Procurement Items and how they will interact with 

Brinkmann Constructors. (Low Voltage and Equipment Matrix) 

i. IT needs 

ii. Low Voltage Needs 

iii. Owner Specialized Equipment 

iv. Should identify who’s supplying what, hook ups, and limits of scope of work.  

d. Long Lead Equipment Items  

i. Understand what drives the start of fabrication.  

ii. Over Sea Equipment? Long Delivery times & information may be hard to obtain 

1. Route Studies for highway transportation of oversized loads.  



 

 

a. PERMITS PERMITS PERMITS!!!!! These can take time and a lot of 

coordination. Buy a rigging / haul company to take this effort on.  

e. Very Detailed Subcontract Buyout meetings will be needed with the MEP subcontractor 

meeting. 

i. Review all mechanical and electrical systems 

ii. Clear on schedule requirements 

iii. Establish a manpower need and hold them accountable for getting the appropriate 

manpower onsite.  

iv. Good Buyout Meeting Minutes are a must 

v. If it is an existing facility – Be sure to schedule walk throughs with Subcontractors 

f. Large MEP Subcontractors Tips 

i. Make sure they can handle the size of project from finances, manpower, submittals, 

experience,Etc. Don’t just select the low bidder because he is the low bidder 

without a clear vetting and understanding of the bids.  

ii. Schedule review before and after buyout with all subs. Be sure all expectations and 

understanding of construction critical path are understood.  

g. Develop a detailed Logistics plan. 

i. Show delivery locations, contractor parking, limits of construction, and or any 

restrictions that could impact construction.  

h. Breakdown the building into Sub-Areas 

i. Create a building sub area schedule to help manage critical sequencing in different 

locations through out the building. Getting the Superintendents buy in is a must.  

i. Establish Allowances for any gray areas.   

i. Be sure to include a design build allowance if we are controlling the MEP Design 

with Subcontractors.  

ii. Needs to be clear on process of using the allowance. Push to have Brinkmann 

control this cost. 

j. Be very careful with utilizing “standard” unit rates or estimates. Subcontractor / PO 

numbers will be needed to finalize bids. This equipment and material pricing can have a 

wide range of costs with the slightest changes to the specs.  

k. Temporary openings through hallway / doors for equipment installations.  Figure time and 
cost to close up/ finish after initial construction is complete including clean up. 

l. Understand and clearly define early turnover areas. 

i. Understand how the city will hold up this process / TCO? 

ii. Clear expectations from the ownership team.  

iii. Understand what it will take from an MEP side to get the area turnover sooner. This 

may mean finishing up other areas to support early turnover spots. (Example: 

Electrical rooms, Mechanical Rooms, Etc.) 

 

4) Things to Consider During Construction / Close-Out: 



 

 

a. Field Walk Throughs / Coordination with Owner Subcontracts.  

i. Keep the conversation focused on needs. (Wall rough-ins’, equipment locations, 

and/or what the room will be like upon turnover.) 

b. Typically, additional state, federal, or special government agency inspections will be 

required.  

i. Understand when these inspections are needed.  

ii. Lead time for scheduling inspections. 

c. Additional onsite coordination meetings with Superintendents and Subcontractors will be 

needed to help push the schedule and avoid issues.  

d. Documentation of testing, balancing, or specialized commissioning should be complied and 

organized for the building turnover.  

e. Coordinate early on structural requirements for equipment- (bridge cranes)  
i. Lead time of equipment relating to means and methods of construction (tilt up/ slab 

leave outs, slab pours) 
f. Have contingencies in the schedule when underground electric/plumbing conflict with 

building structure (tilt up) 
g. If there are additions for Mezzanine footings, or any other leave outs that would impact tilt 

up casting areas, plan to cut slab later if it impacts schedule.  Quality issues in tilt up exterior 
walls take a lot of time to and money repair and patch large block outs/ imperfections. 

h. Ceiling/Wall rough ins 
i. Need finalized locations for Exterior rough ins whether tilt up, masonry, metal stud, 

etc.  
1. If no information is given see if exterior mounted options are acceptable.  

ii. Operable partition rough in requirements, access to location of construction, leave 
out finishes where needed.  Engage installer to get their requirements and walk 
through rough in requirements.  Shop drawings are not enough and not accurate 
most of the time. 

i. Owner/End User not understanding the construction process nor their CM if there is one 
separate from us 

i. Owner Vendor/Suppliers not engaged early enough 
ii. Talking to the “wrong people” – making sure the right people are involved with the 

construction process (heads of dept’s, maintenance supervisors, etc) 
iii. Effective MEPS coordination meetings both with Owner/Design Team but also 

Brinkmann/Subs.   
j. Find out who the person is to authorize field changes.  Create an organization chart if need 

be to make sure everyone knows including subs that no changes are authorized unless 
vetting through the process that is agreed.  (Dept heads will want “Everything” but don’t 
realize the cost impacts let alone time extensions on the schedule). 

k. Discuss (drop dead date on changes) if any changes will impact schedule.  Make sure for 
every “change” there is “Time Extension” added.  

l. Discuss early on getting end user to review wall rough ins prior to closing up 
walls.  Document change requests with the right people. 



 

 

m. Take 360 pics prior to closing up any walls or areas 
n. Owner/Brinkmann walk through 

i. Manage the quality control/punch list process and Owner expectations early (one 
list)- Owner/Architect 

ii. MEPS Training – documentation 
iii. Building maintenance  
iv. Turn Over Subs/Contacts for Warranty Work.  Make sure they know not to call 

Brinkmann “First”. 
 

 

5) Other Things to Consider: 

a. Grand Openings/ Ground Breaking owner needs.  

i. Take the action on planning the locations  

1. Number of people 

2. Tents 

b. Try to leverage Brinkmann subcontractors with Owner needs on equipment hook-ups. This 

will help eliminate scope gaps / gray areas.  

c. PDO & CCD Log will be updated throughout the Design Process and Construction 

i. Keep up to date on all changes.  

ii. Be upfront and clear on costs.  

iii. Be prepared for a flood of cost options and requests.  

d. Manage the Owner Team Wish List 

i. Preconstruction -  

1. Get costs fast and any schedule impacts upfront.  

ii. During Construction -  

1. Walk Throughs and sign offs on progress.  

iii. Close Out-  

1. Keep changes filtered through one person.  

2. Don’t change until costs are approved.  

e. Underground coordination 

i. Equipment foundations (Large equipment may require additional footings) 

ii. Floor Drains, drain hubs 

iii. Underground Electrical Needs – (typically a better option if you can finalize 

locations).  

iv. Leave out any SOG if areas are undefined.  

1. Keep in mind the shell and core construction. Maybe better to cut in later? 

2. Be very clear on bid day if this might be an option, get an alternate cost to 

view.  

3. TILT-UP construction needs to be coordinated very detailed on this process.  

4. Pump costs vs tailgate costs.  



 

 

f. If information will take longer to get. (And Schedule is most important) 

i. May need to upsize or add conduits if all info is unknown 

ii. Upsize foundations / supports  

iii. Give yourself some outs if things shift / change. 

g. Push for sealed or polished concrete in vs. epoxy and misc. floor finishes where concrete 
moisture can cause issues and expense. 

h. Saw-cuts, joints, cracks on all building surfaces. All must be sealed very well especially in 
food grade areas. 

i. Look for special and harsh environments; clean rooms, wash down areas, dry rooms, 
humidity control, dust control, etc… 

j. Maintain proper clearances thru doors and around current and Future equipment, 
structures, supplies, process, power, overhead, etc… 

i. If owner provided equipment push to get these answers quickly! 

k. Backcheck electrical & mechanical equipment needs.  

i. Be sure the correct phase, voltages, amps, disconnects, starters, etc. are correct for 

the equipment.  

ii. Be sure to check piping and ductwork size to equipment. 

l. Lots of stainless steel, aluminum, special coatings/paints… corrosion resistance. 

m. Added cost for safety measures re: fire watches, full height welding tarps, hot work, cutting, 

sparks, confined spaces, etc… 

n. Large roof-top equipment, hoisting, rigging. Be sure to have a clear plan on setting 

equipment.  

o. Quality control, tolerances on finishes, etc… 

i. Clean room cGMP requirements are vastly different than an office space.  

  


